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Abstract
Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) is an ecologically dominant grass with wide distribution across the environmental gradient of U.S. Midwest grasslands. This system
offers an ideal natural laboratory to study population divergence and adaptation in
spatially varying climates. Objectives were to: (i) characterize neutral genetic diversity
and structure within and among three regional ecotypes derived from 11 prairies across
the U.S. Midwest environmental gradient, (ii) distinguish between the relative roles of
isolation by distance (IBD) vs. isolation by environment (IBE) on ecotype divergence,
(iii) identify outlier loci under selection and (iv) assess the association between outlier
loci and climate. Using two primer sets, we genotyped 378 plants at 384 polymorphic
AFLP loci across regional ecotypes from central and eastern Kansas and Illinois.
Neighbour-joining tree and PCoA revealed strong genetic differentiation between Kansas and Illinois ecotypes, which was better explained by IBE than IBD. We found high
genetic variability within prairies (80%) and even fragmented Illinois prairies, surprisingly, contained high within-prairie genetic diversity (92%). Using BAYENV2, 14 topranked outlier loci among ecotypes were associated with temperature and precipitation
variables. Six of seven BAYESCAN FST outliers were in common with BAYENV2 outliers.
High genetic diversity may enable big bluestem populations to better withstand
changing climates; however, population divergence supports the use of local ecotypes
in grassland restoration. Knowledge of genetic variation in this ecological dominant
and other grassland species will be critical to understanding grassland response and
restoration challenges in the face of a changing climate.
Keywords: climate change, genome scan, isolation by environment, outlier analyses, restoration,
tallgrass prairie
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Introduction

Correspondence: Loretta C. Johnson, Fax: 785 532 6653;
E-mail: johnson@ksu.edu

One of the main goals of evolutionary biology is to
understand factors that contribute to population genetic
divergence (Mayr 1963), ultimately leading to formation
of new species (Coyne & Orr 2004; Nosil 2012). Habitats
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are often both temporally and spatially variable, and
this can result in divergent selection across environments, and may lead to adaptive genetic divergence
(Dobzhansky 1937; Nosil & Crespi 2004). Indeed, populations in heterogeneous environments have the potential to undergo local adaptation to a specific
environment if the frequency of locally beneficial alleles
increases within the population (Conner & Hartl 2004).
Such adaptive loci would be expected to show excess
differentiation (i.e. ‘outliers’) among populations compared to the rest of the genome that is evolving neutrally (Wright 1949; Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Excoffier
et al. 1999). Moreover, the study of genetic diversity
across environments allows for insight into the role of
environmental drivers in adaptive differentiation. Frequency of outlier loci can be related to environmental
gradients (Freedman et al. 2010; Manel et al. 2012) to
study the nature of local adaptation (Leimu & Fischer
2008; Savolainen et al. 2013).
Within the last decade, the study of genetic variation
across heterogeneous environments has advanced considerably due to the use of landscape genetic
approaches (Holdenregger et al. 2010; Manel et al. 2010;
Sork et al. 2010; Lee & Mitchell-Olds 2011; Joost et al.
2013). Concurrently, an increase in population genomic
data combined with interest in identifying adaptive loci
has spurred the development of analytical tools (as
reviewed in De Mita et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2013 and
Lotterhos & Whitlock 2014). Recent studies have utilized outlier loci approaches in nonmodel, ecologically
relevant species to assess the relationship between outlier loci and environment and to identify candidate loci
driving adaptation (Hancock et al. 2011; Lee & MitchellOlds 2011; reviewed in Tonsor 2012). Work on adaptive
loci has shed new light on the role of regional climate
(Hancock et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012; De La Torre et al.
2014; Yoder et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2014) and altitudinal
differences (Gonzalo-Turpin & Hazard 2009; Poncet
et al. 2010; Manel et al. 2012; Anderson et al. 2013) on
adaptive divergence of plant species. These studies take
on greater importance in the face of a rapidly changing
climate (Jump & Penuelas 2005; Reusch & Wood 2007;
Temunovic et al. 2013), as plants must either adapt
genetically on contemporary timescales (Hoffman & Sigro 2011), adjust phenotypically (Franks et al. 2014),
migrate, or suffer extinction (Shaw & Etterson 2012).
Population divergence may occur due to factors other
than selection, such as a reduction in gene flow across
a landscape (Wright 1943). Traditionally, landscape
genomics has focused on isolation by distance (IBD) as
a main driver of divergence (Jenkins et al. 2010). More
recently, however, problems with IBD (Miermans 2012)
and disentangling the roles of distance and demographic history from ecology (‘isolation by environ-

ment’ or IBE) have come to the forefront (Gaggiotti
et al. 2009; Bradburd et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Sexton
et al. 2014). To this end, newer and more powerful
methodologies that take into account evolutionary nonindependence between populations are increasingly
being utilized (Carl & Kuhn 2007; Bradburd et al. 2013;
Frichot et al. 2013; Wang 2013; Wang et al. 2013). A
comprehensive meta-analysis by Shafer & Wolf (2013)
comparing the relative strengths of IBD vs. IBE in ecological speciation found that ecologically induced divergent selection is widespread in nature, across timescales
and taxa. Furthermore, Lee & Mitchell-Olds (2011)
observed Boechera stricta intraspecific genetic differentiation was more attributed to environmentally based
selection (specifically, a water availability gradient) than
to IBD. The interplay of IBD and IBE in species’ genetic
divergence thus appears to be complex and system
dependent.
Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) is one of the most
ecologically dominant C4 grasses (Epstein et al. 1998) of
the U.S. Midwest grassland. The species occurs in every
state east of the Rocky Mountains and eastern Canada
but attains biomass dominance (80% cover, Risser et al.
1981) in the tallgrass prairie. In spite of its importance,
studies of big bluestem intraspecific variation are few
and have focused on local (Avolio et al. 2011) and regional geographical scales (Illinois or Arkansas: Gustafson
et al. 1999; Ohio: Selbo & Snow 2005; Carolinas: Tompkins et al. 2011) or on cultivars (Gustafson et al. 1999).
However, most genetic differentiation studies (except
Rouse et al. 2011) have focused on regions outside the
current centre of dominance (Tompkins et al. 2011; Price
et al. 2012). This is despite the fact that the dominant
distribution of big bluestem spans one of the sharpest
environmental gradients of the U.S. This gradient is
characterized by strong historical precipitation variation
ranging from 58 to 116 cm mean annual rainfall/year
from central Kansas to southern Illinois over a span of
1150 km. As the existing tallgrass prairie formed
>10 000 years ago, since the last glaciation (Axelrod
1985), there has likely been adequate time for climatic
and ecological selection pressures to be exerted on populations. Such unique circumstances provide an ideal
natural laboratory to study population divergence and
adaptation.
Studies of climate-linked genetic variation in foundation species are timely (Sork et al. 2010). Specifically, for
the U.S. Midwest region, climate predictions include
increased frequency of drought (IPCC 2013). Recently,
this region experienced the worst drought in >50 years
(NOAA 2012). Thus, it is imperative to characterize
genetic variation across current climate gradients to better predict how this species may respond to future climates–either through adaptive evolution, range
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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lished data). The 11 source prairies of varying sizes
were partitioned across three main ecotype regions:
central Kansas (CKS), eastern Kansas (EKS) and southern Illinois (SIL) (Table 1, map overlap in Fig. 3A). All
sampled prairies are protected parks and/or research
areas (with the exception of two private properties)
and received no prior ploughing or restoration with
cultivars. Prairies were occasionally burned and historically grazed (L. C. Johnson, personal communication
with land managers). Across the tallgrass prairie landscape, several soil characteristics vary locally, although
the dominant textures include silt loam and silty clay
loam. Specific soil types for the source prairies as
determined by http://www.websoilsurvey.sc.egov.
usda.gov are included in Table 1. Large volumes (hundreds of grams) of seed were collected from multiple
locations and time points within each prairie. Seeds
collected within a prairie were mixed and subsampled
to attain an unbiased representation of the natural variation within each prairie.

expansion (Shaw & Etterson 2012) or with humanassisted migration in restoration plantings (Jump & Penuelas 2005). Furthermore, spatial genetic approaches are
instrumental to the discovery of genetic differentiation
that may help inform restoration of grasslands in the
United States and beyond in the face of climate change,
with only 4% of historical prairie remaining (Samson &
Knopf 1994). The largest continuous expanse of prairie
occurs in Kansas (Samson & Knopf 1994) while the eastern extent of this ecosystem in Illinois consists of small
patches of virgin prairie due to row crop agriculture
and fragmentation (Robertson 1996; Corbett 2004). Big
bluestem is one of the main species used in U.S. grassland restorations, including 3.6 million ha in a five-state
area of the Midwest (Conservation Reserve Programme,
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/programs/crp). Thus, genetic studies are critical to inform land managers on
genetic suitability of plant populations used for restoration (Gustafson et al. 2001, 2002, 2004a,b; Jones 2003;
Rice & Emery 2003) and for possible mitigation against
climate change (Harris et al. 2006; Nicotra et al. 2010).
Our study addresses levels of genetic diversity across
the dominant range of big bluestem and the suitability
of natural populations for restoration.
Here, we use a landscape genomics approach (Manel
et al. 2010; Joost et al. 2013; Sork et al. 2013) to focus on
divergent selection of a widely distributed prairie grass
across the spatially variable environmental gradient of
the U.S. Midwest grasslands. Objectives were to: (i)
characterize neutral genetic diversity and structure
within and among three regional ecotypes derived from
11 prairies across the U.S. Midwest environmental gradient, (ii) distinguish between the relative roles of IBD
vs. IBE on ecotype divergence, (iii) identify outlier loci
under selection and (iv) assess the association between
outlier loci and climate. We hypothesized big bluestem
populations genetically diverged across the U.S. Midwest environmental gradient, due to a combination of
regional climate, geographical distance and prairie fragmentation. Given the strong precipitation gradient and
its importance in regulating growth and performance of
grasses (Sala et al. 1988; Knapp et al. 2001), we expected
aspects of precipitation to be most associated with outlier loci differentiating ecotypes.

Approximately 3.5 g of seeds per prairie population
were rubbed to remove chaff and sown in flats. Seedlings were well-watered and grown in a greenhouse at
25 °C with a 12-h photoperiod. After 2 months, seedlings were transplanted into 10 9 10-cm pots with
Metro-Mix 510 potting soil until 75–100 mg of young
leaves per plant could be collected for DNA isolation.
Leaf tissue was lyophilized in a freeze-drier (ModulyoD-115; Thermo Savant, Holbrook, NY, USA) and
ground to a fine powder with 4.0-mm stainless steel
beads (Abbott Ball Company Inc., Hartford, CT, USA)
using a Mixer Mill 400 (Retsch Inc., Newton, PA, USA)
at 25–30 cycles/s for 15 min. DNA was then isolated
using the CTAB protocol (Doyle & Doyle 1987) and
resuspended in 50–100 lL Tris-HCl (10 mM) + Triton X100 (0.003125%) buffer (pH 8.0). Quality and quantity of
DNA was verified using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA) with OD
requirements of 260/280 ~2.0 and 260/230 ≥ 1.80 for
genotyping. Samples were checked for lack of degradation on 0.8% agarose gels.

Methods

AFLP genotyping

Seed collection
Seeds were collected in autumn 2008 from 11 prairie
populations across the U.S. Midwest. These were the
same prairies from which seeds were collected for ecotype reciprocal garden experiments reported elsewhere
(L. C. Johnson, S. G. Baer & B. R. Maricle, unpub© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Sample preparation and DNA isolation

Our AFLP protocol followed aspects of Rouse et al.
(2011) specific to big bluestem. DNA restriction digestion and adapter ligation steps were combined and
comprised of: ~300 ng genomic DNA (~25 ng/lL),
5 units of EcoRI HF (0.25 lL; New England Biolabs)
and 5 units of MseI (0.5 lL; New England Biolabs),
100 units of T4 DNA ligase (0.25 lL; New England Biol-
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*WEB = Webster Prairie; SAL = Saline Prairie; CDB = Cedar Bluff; KON = Konza Prairie; TAL = Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve; CAR = Carnahan; TOW = Top of the World;
DES = DeSoto Prairie; TM = Twelve-Mile Prairie; WAL = Walters’ Prairie; FUL = Fults Hill Prairie.

Illinois

Riley/Geary
(1557)

Trego (850)

CDB (33)

KON
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Ellis (880)

SAL (30)

Central
Kansas

Eastern
Kansas

Rooks (356)

WEB
(40)

Region

County
(prairie size
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Prairie
site* (no.
plants
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Table 1 Sampled prairies and related environmental information. Table includes number of plants genotyped per prairie, county, prairie size in hectares, soil classification, GPS
coordinates and 10 site environmental descriptors: prairie elevation (m), number of precipitation events >1.25 cm/year, total precipitation in the driest year (cm), annual mean
precipitation (cm), seasonal mean precipitation (cm), annual diurnal temperature variation (°C), seasonal diurnal temperature variation (°C), annual mean temperature (°C), seasonal mean temperature (°C) and a temperature severity index expressed as the fraction of days with maximum temperatures >35°C divided by total number of days. Climatic
data are average data collected between 1961 and 2011. All weather stations were within 20 km of each prairie
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abs), 2 lL of 109 ligase buffer (New England Biolabs),
1.0 lL of each adaptor pair (5 pm/lL of EcoRI adaptors; 50 pm/lL of MseI adaptors; Integrated DNA
Technologies) and 13 lL ddH2O for a total reaction volume of 30 lL. The restriction–ligation mixture was
incubated at room temperature overnight to ensure the
complete digestion–ligation. Restricted-ligated DNAs
were diluted 109.
Pre-amplification reactions used primers complementary to the DNA restriction site and adapter pair with an
additional one base pair overhang (EcoRI = 50 -AGA
CTGCGTACCAATTC-A-30 and MseI = 50 -GATGAGTCC
TGAGTAA-C-50 ). Individual pre-amplification PCRs consisted of a final volume of 40 lL and included: 10 lL
diluted restricted-ligated DNA template, 1.2 lL of each
primer (10 lM), 6 lL 59 PCR buffer (Promega), 3 lL
MgCl2 (25 mM; Promega), 0.64 lL dNTPs (5 mM each),
0.75 units of Go Taq Flexi DNA polymerase (0.15 lL; Promega) and 17.75 lL ddH2O. PCR steps were as follows:
20 °C, 5 s; ramp from 20 to 70 °C (0.2 °C/s); 70 °C, 2 min;
94 °C, 1 min; then 30 cycles of 94 °C, 30 s; 56 °C, 1 min;
72 °C, 1 min; followed by 72 °C, 10 min; 15 °C, 5 min.
Pre-amplified template was diluted 209.
A selective PCR was performed using two primer
sets with three additional bases (primer set 1: 50 GAT
GAGTCCTGAGTAA-CTG-30 + 50 HEX-AGACTGCGTAC
CAATTC-ACC-30 ; primer set 2: 50 GATGAGTCCTGAG
TAACGC-30 + 50 6FAM-AGACTGCGTACCAATTC-AA
A-30 ). We chose these two selective primer pairs after
examining the quality of genotype profiles resulting
from eight primer combinations (data not shown).
Each selective PCR had a 20.5 lL final volume and
consisted of: 1.5 lL diluted pre-amplified template,
1.62 lL M-side primer (10 lM, M-CTG or M-CGC),
1.62 lL fluorescently labelled E-side primer (10 lM,
50 -6HEX or 50 -6FAM), 4 lL 59 PCR buffer (Promega),
2 lL MgCl2 (25 mM; Promega), 0.8 lL dNTPs (5 mM
each), 1 unit Go Taq Flexi DNA polymerase (0.2 lL;
Promega) and 8.76 lL ddH2O. The touchdown PCR
profile was as follows: 95 °C for 2 min; 13 cycles of
65 °C for 30 s (0.7 °C/cycle), 72 °C for 90 s and
94 °C for 30 s; 23 cycles of 56 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for
90 s and 94 °C for 30 s; 72 °C for 10 min and 15 °C
for 5 min. To optimize the efficiency (overall band
intensity) of primer set 2 (M-CGC + 6-FAM), the
touchdown PCR was modified to 60 °C rather than
65 °C. The selective PCR was diluted 109. A solution
of 9.5 lL formamide + 0.5 lL GeneScan-500 LIZ internal size standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA) was added to 1.5 lL diluted selective template. Samples were loaded onto an ABI Prism 3730
DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) with a 50-cm
capillary and electrokinetic injection voltage of 1 kV
applied for 10 s. Lower injection voltage and shorter
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

injection time improved the resolution of AFLP bands
of similar molecular weights. This method also
improved the repeatability of longer fragments
observed in genotype profiles as well as prevented
oversaturation of peak intensities.

Marker scoring and error rate estimation
Non-normalized profiles were scored using GENEMARsoftware version 1.97 (SoftGenetics LLC, State College, PA, USA). AFLP panels were autocreated with a
1.0 base pair total width; afterwards, bins were manually checked and adjusted to retain only smoothly
shaped peaks. Irreproducible peaks or irregularly
shaped peaks were discarded. We scored only peaks
above 100 relative fluorescent units, as this was reliably
above the noise of negative controls included in the
study (recommended by Bonin et al. 2004). Band sizes
between 80 and 500 base pairs were scored.
We took necessary precaution to ensure AFLP reproducibility (Crawford et al. 2012). To verify the consistency of the AFLP technique, a set of four reference
DNAs were included in each successive AFLP reaction
to ensure between-run reproducibility. In addition, 2–3
independent restriction–ligations were performed on
one DNA sample per prairie and genotyped (11 total
replicates) to calculate an overall error rate. The replicate samples comprised 4% of total genotyped samples.
Replication at the restriction–ligation stage was implemented as it is the most critical step of the AFLP reaction and can result in band presence/absence artefacts
(Mueller & Wolfenbarger 1999). The AFLP technical
error rate estimation was calculated by dividing total
number of mismatched bands by the total number of
AFLP bands produced overall in the AFLP fingerprint
(Bonin et al. 2004).
KER

Prairie genetic diversity and structure
In the final genotyping data set, 15–55 plants per prairie
were included (Table 1). Marker statistics, diversity and
diversity analyses were calculated in GENALEX version
6.56 (Peakall & Smouse 2006). Relatedness among all
individuals was depicted using an unrooted neighbourjoining tree where pairwise genetic distance among
individuals was calculated using the Dice coefficient of
dissimilarity (Dice 1945). We also performed an analysis
of molecular variance (AMOVA), pooling the data in two
ways: (i) by prairie, with the starting null hypothesis
that the eleven prairies could be considered together as
one large, randomly mating population and (ii) at a larger scale depicting the three ecotypes (CKS, EKS and
SIL), adjusting the null hypothesis such that each of
the regions were considered as separate, panmictic
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populations. The latter was performed based on the
neighbour-joining tree suggesting regional genetic differentiation. The AMOVA consisted of 999 random permutations to test these two hypotheses. We also performed
a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA), sorting data by
prairie and by regional ecotype. The full AFLP marker
data set as well as outlier loci were analysed using
STRUCTURE version 2.3.3 with 20 000 burn-in and 500 000
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps (Falush et al.
2007). Admixture was included in the model and uncorrelated allele frequencies assumed. STRUCTURE HARVESTER
(Earl & vonHoldt 2012) was used for the calculation of
delta K (Evanno et al. 2005). Clusters were permutated
using CLUMPP (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007) and bar
plots visualized in DISTRUCT (Rosenberg 2004).

Disentangling the relative contribution of geographical
and environmental distance to differentiation
We sought to measure isolation by geographical and
environmental distances (IBD vs. IBE) and assess their
relative effects on genetic differentiation between populations. To this end, we implemented a modified version of the hierarchical Bayesian model proposed by
Bradburd et al. (2013), namely Bayesian Estimation of
Differentiation in Alleles by Spatial Structure and Local
Ecology, as implemented in the R package BEDASSLE. We
used the complete data set of 378 plants across 11 prairie populations genotyped at 387 loci. In keeping with
Bradburd et al. 2013’s approach, the binomial distribution on the response variable was defined in terms of
frequency of the presence of AFLP marker alleles. To
accommodate data overdispersion, we used the betabinomial modelling approach.
To characterize and reduce the dimensionality of environmental variables and define ecological distance across
populations (as required by BEDASSLE), we conducted a
principal component analysis on the 10 environmental
variables (Table 1) in their original scales. The loadings
(i.e. correlations) of the eigenvectors with the environmental variables were inspected to weight the contribution of each environmental variable to each principal
component, in particular the first one, which accounted
for 99.8% of the variability in the environmental variables across populations. Next, the scores of the first
principal component corresponding to each population
were computed as surrogates for the environmental variables. Pairwise ecological distances between populations
were computed as the difference in scores of the first
principal component for the corresponding populations.
Pairwise geographical distances (in kilometers) input
into BEDASSLE were calculated for all pairs of the 11 populations. Both pairwise distance variables were normalized (i.e. divided) by their standard deviations before

model inclusion. After acceptance rates for all parameters fell within the range of 20–70%, as recommended by
Bradburd et al. (2013), the MCMC was run for 5 9 106
iterations, and the chain thinned every 50 iterations.
Trace plots were checked for convergence.

Detection of outlier loci
To ensure robustness in the detection of outlier loci, we
used the method proposed by G€
unther & Coop (2013)
as implemented in BAYENV2, which relaxes the assumption of genetic independence among populations. This
method corrects for demographic processes that may
have led to population divergence while controlling for
false positives (G€
unther & Coop 2013; Lotterhos &
Whitlock 2014). In BAYENV2, the 384 polymorphic AFLP
loci served as ‘control loci’ to estimate covariance matrices across four independent runs of 106 iteration each
(Blair et al. 2014). To ensure MCMC convergence, visual
inspection of the four covariance matrices was performed. Correlation matrices were generated using the
cov2cor function in R (R Development Core Team 2011)
and compared with pairwise population matrices to
confirm high FST values corresponded with low correlations among populations. All AFLP loci were then
tested to identify loci that deviate from the null model
of population structure by estimating the test statistic
XTX. Empirical ranks of the XTX statistic for each marker and the top 3% differentiated outliers were identified across four independent runs of the covariance
matrix. We then repeated the covariance matrix estimation, this time removing top-ranked outlier loci from
the ‘control loci’ set to confirm identification of the
same top-ranked outliers.
In parallel to BAYENV2 outlier analyses, we also used
BAYESCAN 2.1 to detect FST outlier loci (Foll & Gaggiotti
2008). We acknowledge that this approach has been
recently demonstrated to suffer from inflation of false
positives, especially under scenarios of IBD or demographic histories such as population range expansion
(Lotterhos & Whitlock 2014). Thus, we intended results
from BAYESCAN to serve as a cross-check for consistency
with those of BAYENV2, while also providing a benchmark for comparison and interpretation with current literature. The BAYESCAN data set was reduced to 325
marker loci after discarding alleles at <2% frequency as
recommended by Foll & Gaggiotti (2008). Data were
entered by regional ecotype and run parameters
included 20 pilot runs of length 5 and 50 K data burnin, a thinning interval of 10 and a sample size of 5 K.
The prior odds for the neutral model was set to 10, but
the inbreeding coefficient (FIS prior) allowed to vary
between 0.0 and 1.0 (1.0 representing complete inbreeding). Although big bluestem is a self-incompatible
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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species, a floating FIS prior value was used to avoid
introducing biases into FST estimation (O. Gaggiotti,
personal correspondence). The two models that are
compared in BAYESCAN are a neutral model and a model
with selection. The BAYESCAN algorithm was independently repeated three times, and outlier loci selected
according to their repeatability across runs and
q-values ≥ 0.5 for substantial evidence of selection. The
q-value is the FDR analogue of the P-value. A threshold
of 5% was chosen (meaning those outliers having a
q-value less than 5% are expected to be false positives).

Statistical modelling of the association between outlier
loci presence and environment
To identify associations between outlier loci and the
environmental gradient, we conducted multivariate
logistic regression analyses on each selected outlier
locus. All multivariate logistic regression models were
fitted using the LOGISTIC procedure of SAS (Version
9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Prior to data analyses, preliminary screening of environmental variables
was implemented to (i) prevent multicollinearity among
explanatory variables and to (ii) identify and exclude
any explanatory variables for which a quasi-complete
separation of data points (i.e. extreme category problem
or perfect discrimination; Agresti 2002) was detected.
Environmental variables (Table 1) were entered into a
stepwise model selection process. For all climatic data,
we referred to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) database daily weather records
from 1960 to 2011 and extracted pertinent variables to
plant growth.
For each outlier locus, we implemented a stepwise
selection approach with significance levels for entry
and exclusion of 0.05 to identify the most relevant subset of environmental variables (Collett 2003). Outcomes
from logistic regression modelling are typically presented in terms of estimated odds ratios (OR) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) per unit
increase in the associated predictor variables (Agresti
2002). The OR describes the magnitude of the association between a given predictor (i.e. environmental variable) and the odds of a binary response (i.e. presence
of outlier marker in a plant genotype), assuming all
other selected explanatory variables are held constant.
Usually, ORs > 1 suggest a positive association
between the predictor and the odds of the response,
whereas the opposite is true when OR < 1. A (1a)%
CI on the OR that does not include the null value of
OR = 1 indicates evidence for an a-significant association between the predictor and the odds of the
response. To facilitate the interpretation of ORs, we
also calculated the expected per cent increase (or
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

decrease) in the odds of the presence of that particular
outlier locus per unit increase of the environmental
predictor, assuming all other selected explanatory variables were held constant.

Results
AFLP genotyping results
A total of 387 AFLP loci and 384 polymorphic bands
were identified (mean = 194 bands per primer,
st.dev = 47). Most markers were present at ≥25% frequency, with 8% of the data set represented by low frequency alleles (<2% frequency). The overall error rate
was 9.2% and thus within the error range typically
reported for AFLP studies of 2–10% (Avolio et al. 2011;
Rouse et al. 2011; Price et al. 2012).

Ecotype genetic differentiation and structure
The unrooted neighbour-joining tree demonstrated
genotypic differentiation among regional ecotypes, with
greatest similarity observed between CKS and EKS
(Fig. 1). The SIL ecotype was split into several unique
branches, largely separated from Kansas prairies. A
number of tree branches also included individuals from
several prairie sites, indicating among site genetic similarities. Nei’s pairwise genetic distance ranged from
0.01 to 0.08 between prairies, indicating mild genetic
differentiation across prairies; however, the highest
genetic distances were between prairies from different
regions (Table 2). A similar trend was observed in the
PCoA of the genetic relationships between individuals,
with two main genetic clusters formed by SIL and
Kansas (CKS and EKS) regional ecotypes (Fig. 2A,B).
Kansas and SIL ecotypes were mostly discriminated
along the first PCoA axis (38%), with first and second
axes representing 61% of the total variation.
Population structure across the U.S. Midwest grasslands landscape was detected in agreement with the
PCA (Fig. 3A); most notably, distinct genetic structure
was observed between the Kansas (CKS and EKS) and
SIL ecotypes (Fig. 3B), with support for K = 6 clusters
(Evanno et al. 2005; Figs S1 and S2, Supporting information). The model converged to this result during both
short- and long-chain lengths (MCMC = 10 K and
MCMC = 500 K steps, with a burn-in of 10 and 20 K,
respectively). Most prairie sites were predominated by a
single genetic cluster, with some highly admixed individuals within each prairie (Fig. 3B). Kansas (EKS and
CKS) and SIL genetic groups mostly are not overlapping
(with the exception of Fult’s Hill prairie in SIL that better
aligns with prairies from Kansas), supporting genetic differentiation and structuring between regional ecotypes.
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Furthermore, several regional or ecotype-specific AFLP
markers were identified (four in SIL and six private to
EKS), all of which were found segregating at an overall
frequency >2% (Table S1, Supporting information). No
private markers were found segregating in CKS.

Genetic diversity
When considering all 11 prairie populations, the AMOVA
significantly partitioned the most variation within prairies (80%) than across prairies (12%) (Table S2, Supporting information, P < 0.001). The remaining total variation
(8%) was partitioned between ecotypes from CKS, EKS
and SIL regions. When pooling genotype data by regional
ecotype, within-ecotype variation was significant, ranging from 84% to 92% (P < 0.001). Despite small size and
fragmentation of Illinois prairies, these prairies still
retained high genetic variation (92% of total variation).

IBE vs. IBD
Isolation by environment was assessed based on environmental predictors, which were subjected to PCA for
dimensional reduction. The first principal component
on the environmental variables described 99.8% of the

variability and accurately separated the prairies into
three groups corresponding to regional ecotypes of
CKS, EKS and SIL (Fig. S3, Supporting information).
The posterior median of the effect size ratio of environmental distances (expressed as first PC scores) to the
effect size of geographical distances was 51.2, and the
95% highest posterior density interval was (11.1, 176.3).
Departure of posterior effect size from its null value
(=1) indicates that genetic differentiation among prairie
populations was more heavily influenced by environmental variables than by geographical distance. It is
noted that the PC score used to summarize environmental variables is, by definition, a dimensional and
thus lacks a meaningful scale; however, the relative
contribution of each environmental variable to the first
PC score can be considered. The first PC score defining
ecological distance was most heavily influenced by elevation (0.99 score units/m) and secondarily, by annual
mean precipitation (0.107 score units/mm). This
means that a one-unit difference in environmental distance between two populations expressed in terms of
the first PC score (and corresponding to ~1 m in elevation or 9 mm in annual precipitation) had a similar
impact on genetic differentiation as ~51 km of geographical distance.
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Fig. 1 Unrooted neighbour-joining tree of
genetic dissimilarity across individuals.
The neighbour-joining tree was built
using the Dice coefficient of dissimilarity.
Branch tips are colour-coded according
to the regional ecotype (Red = Central
Kansas; Green = Eastern Kansas; Blue =
Southern Illinois.
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Outlier loci suggest diversifying selection among
ecotypes
Using BAYENV2 and accounting for demographic processes and nonindependence among populations, we

identified 14 top-ranked outlier markers (based on
XTX). Importantly, four independent runs of 1 million
iterations gave nearly the same ranking and XTX result
for each independent run suggesting convergence. The

Table 2 Pairwise Nei’s unbiased genetic distances between 11 sampled prairies. Distances are calculated as: 1*Ln (Nei’s Identity)
(Nei 1978)

DES*
FUL*
TM*
WAL*
CAR†
KON†
TAL†
TOW†
CDB‡
SAL‡
WEB‡

DES*

FUL*

TM*

WAL*

CAR†

KON†

TAL†

TOW†

CDB‡

SAL‡

WEB‡

0.000
0.054
0.012
0.019
0.047
0.053
0.042
0.051
0.048
0.053
0.068

0.000
0.048
0.044
0.071
0.023
0.034
0.030
0.038
0.071
0.076

0.000
0.008
0.058
0.048
0.038
0.050
0.058
0.066
0.066

0.000
0.060
0.043
0.033
0.047
0.057
0.066
0.064

0.000
0.056
0.035
0.043
0.029
0.004
0.032

0.000
0.022
0.012
0.028
0.054
0.056

0.000
0.020
0.025
0.037
0.034

0.000
0.020
0.043
0.048

0.000
0.026
0.049

0.000
0.035

0.000

*Southern Illinois.
†Eastern Kansas.
‡Central Kansas ecotype regions.
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Fig. 2 Genetic principal coordinate analysis of individuals within (A) prairies and
(B) regional ecotypes based on the presence/absence of 387 AFLP loci across 378
big bluestem individuals. Abbreviations
and symbols correspond to (A) individual prairies listed in Table 1 and (B)
regional ecotypes (Red = Central Kansas;
Green = Eastern Kansas; Blue = Southern
Illinois). Kansas prairies are differentiated from Illinois prairies in the first two
axes (axis 1 = 38% and axis 2 = 23% of
the variation explained; total variation
explained = 61%).
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Fig. 3 STRUCTURE (A) individual membership pie charts overlaid across the U.S.
Midwest environmental gradient and (B)
bar plot labelled by regional ecotype and
by prairie. The most likely genetic grouping solution, K = 6, is shown. Each colour indicates one genetic group, and
each bar represents percentage membership to genetic group(s). Mixed membership indicates admixture.
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identity and rankings of the markers with highest XTX
are provided in Table 3.
In turn, the BAYESCAN 2.1 analysis yielded seven
FST outliers (2% of the total number of AFLP marker
loci) across independent runs of the algorithm, six of
which overlapped with the outliers identified using
BAYENV2 (described above). An average overall species
FST of 0.1 was determined. All loci were deemed ‘high
outliers’ under diversifying selection and were highly
differentiated among ecotypes with locus-specific FST =
0.3–0.5 (Fig. 4). Additionally, in pairwise comparisons of
locus-specific FST values between regional ecotypes in
BAYESCAN (data not shown), the EKS vs. SIL comparison
yielded five highly differentiated markers, four of which
were also outlier loci differentiating the three regional
ecotypes. The EKS vs. CKS and CKS vs. SIL outlier
analyses identified one outlier in each case. BAYESCAN
outliers and their commonality with BAYENV2 outliers
are provided in Table 3.

Association between AFLP locus presence and
environmental predictors
All outlier loci were associated with two or more environmental variables (Table 3). More specifically, topranked outliers were significantly related to temperature severity (14 of 14) and annual mean temperature
(11 of 14). Importantly, seasonal mean precipitation and
seasonal mean temperature had large effect sizes for six
outlier loci each, suggesting importance of seasonal factors on ecotype differentiation. Table 3 shows associations between outlier loci and environmental variables

WAL

using ORs and corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Take for example, the significant association of outlier
M228 and prairie elevation, with an estimated OR of
1.037 which can be interpreted as an expected 3.7%
increase in the odds of the presence of this outlier for
every 1 m increase in elevation, provided the remaining
model variables are held constant.
In general, explanatory variables related to some
aspect of precipitation were estimated to have ‘large
effects’ (i.e. associated with large increases or decreases)
on the odds of observing an outlier such as seasonal
mean precipitation (M250), precipitation amount in the
driest year (M232) and number of heavy precipitation
events (i.e. >1.25 cm per event) per year (M371). In
these cases, every unit increase in the corresponding
precipitation-related predictors was expected to more
than triple, or even quadruple, the odds of observing
these outlier loci. In summary, outlier loci were linked
to multiple aspects of both temperature and precipitation across the environmental gradient of the Midwest
grasslands.

Discussion
Habitats are often both temporally and spatially variable
and ultimately may lead to species’ genetic differentiation. We highlight here population divergence and ecotypic variation of a foundation prairie grass across the
environmental gradient of U.S. Midwest grasslands.
Despite large geographical distances between regional
populations and fragmentation of the prairie ecosystem
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1.029 (+2.9%)
[1.019, 1.042]
—

—

0.983 (+2.7%)
[0.973, 0.992]
0.891 (10.9%)
[0.862, 0.915]
0.959 (+4.1%)
[0.945, 0.970]

M256(BE,BS)

M371(BE,BS)

M237(BE)

M268(BE)

M1(BE)

M238(BE)

M241(BE)

M242(BE)

M248(BE)

M17(BE)

0.952 (4.8%)
[0.929, 0.967]
0.966 (+3.4%)
[0.955, 0.976]
0.979 (+2.1%)
[0.963, 0.993]
0.962 (+3.8%)
[0.947, 0.974]
—

M292(BE,BS)

M252(BE,BS)

BS)

1.037 (+3.7%)
[1.024, 1.052]
0.761 (23.9%)
[0.691, 0.821]
—

M228(BE,BS)

M232(BE,

Elevation (m)

Outlier

4.159 (>49)
[2.951, 6.526]
0.590 (+54.0%)
[0.460, 0.725]
2.748 (174.8%)
[1.775, 4.675]
—

1.891 (89.1%)
[1.557, 2.335]
2.781 (178.1%)
[1.546, 6.760]
1.939 (93.9%)
[1.522, 2.653]
1.871 (+87.1%)
[1.483, 2.531]
—

1.599 (59.9%)
[1.373, 1.936]
—

0.883 (+11.7%)
[0.776, 0.994]
1.536 (+53.5%)
[1.350, 1.816]
—

1.650 (65.0%)
[1.483, 1.870]
1.599 (59.9%)
[1.375, 2.036]
—

—

1.389 (+38.9%)
[1.222, 1.697]
—

—

—

3.080 (>39)
[2.233, 4.613]
—

—

—

68.217 (>609)
[20.944, 279.496]
—

Precip in
driest
year (cm)

Precip events
>1.25 (cm)

1.073 (7.3%)
[1.049, 1.101]

0.933 (6.7%)
[0.911, 0.954]
0.928 (7.2%)
[0.889, 0.957]
1.054 (5.4%)
[1.038, 1.071]
0.914 (+8.6%)
[0.886, 0.939]
0.918 (+8.2%)
[0.889, 0.945]
0.903 (+9.7%)
[0.871, 0.929]
0.977 (2.3%)
[0.960, 0.993]
0.912 (+8.8%)
[0.885, 0.935]
0.823 (17.7%)
[0.769, 0.865]
1.023 (2.3%)
[1.007, 1.041]
—

—

—

Ann mean
temp (°C)

—

0.687 (+31.3%)
[0.580, 0.784]
0.723 (27.7%)
[0.643, 0.798]
1.188 (18.8%)
[1.043, 1.359]
0.477 (52.3%)
[0.351, 0.603]
1.284 (28.4%)
[1.177, 1.414]
—

—

—

0.764 (23.6%)
[0.566, 0.955]
—

0.668 (33.2%)
[0.505, 0.817]
0.198 (80.2%)
[0.099, 0.323]
—

Ann diurnal
(°C)

—
1.255 (25.5%)
[1.183, 1.346]
—
—

—
—

—
0.130 (30%)
[0.059, 0.242]
0.741 (25.9%)
[0.650, 0.833]

1.540 (54%)
[1.340, 1.837]
0.942 (+5.8%)
[0.894, 0.989]

—

—

—

1.320 (32.0%)
[1.233, 1.436]
—

—

1.588 (+58.8%)
[1.428, 1.794]
—

1.086 (+8.6%)
[1.037, 1.146]
—

Seasonal
mean temp
(°C)

0.841 (+15.9)
[0.782, 0.901]
0.621 (+37.9%)
[0.512, 0.731]
—

—

0.013 (98.7%)
[0.003, 0.042]
—

—

Ann mean
precip (cm)

1.034 (3.4%)
[1.022, 1.051]

—

—

0.936 (+6.4%)
[0.912, 0.956]
—

—

—

0.939 (+6.1%)
[0.924, 0.951]
—

—

1.163 (+16.3%)
[1.113, 1.240]
0.951 (4.9%)
[0.940, 0.961]
—

—

Seasonal
diurnal
(°C)

3.548 (254.8%)
[2.080, 6.953]
—

0.288 (71.2%)
[0.190, 0.391]
—

—

0.340 (+66.0%)
[0.247, 0.442]
0.502 (+49.8%)
[0.363, 0.633]
—

—

0.300 (70.0%)
[0.180, 0.413]
—

—

1.429 (+42.9%)
[1.241, 1.677]
—

Seasonal mean
precip (°C)

1.036 (+3.6%)
[1.018, 1.059]
0.988 (1.2%)
[0.977, 1.000]
1.109 (+10.9%)
[1.084, 1.139]
1.059 (+5.9%)
[1.041, 1.085]
1.014 (1.4%)
[1.006, 1.021]
1.089 (8.9%)
[1.069, 1.114]
1.089 (8.9%)
[1.067, 1.119]
1.095 (9.5%)
[1.067, 1.139]
1.026 (+2.6%)
[1.016, 1.037]
1.078 (7.8%)
[1.060, 1.098]
1.102 (+10.2%)
[1.076, 1.136]
0.969 (95.9%)
[0.960, 0.977]
1.075 (7.5%)
[1.058, 1.100]
0.966 (+3.4%)
[0.952, 0.979]

Temp sev index

Table 3 Estimated odds ratios (ORs) describing extent of the environmental association of AFLP outlier markers identified in BAYENV2(BE), and both BAYENV2 and BAYESCAN 2.1(BE,BS).
The best fitting environmental predictors were selected using a stepwise variable selection approach. Percentage increase (or decrease) in the odds of the outlier being present in the
plant genotype per unit increase of the environmental predictor, given all other variables are held constant, is provided in ( ). Confidence intervals of estimated ORs are provided in
[ ]. For large OR estimates, estimated fold-change is presented in place of percentage increase or decrease in odds (i.e. >39 corresponds to the odds of marker presence more than
tripling per unit change in the predictor variable). BAYENV2 outliers are listed according to ranked highest–lowest differentiation (XTX)
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population genetic diversity have been observed in other
outcrossing prairie grasses, namely switchgrass (Morris
et al. 2013; Mutegi et al. 2014). In summary, high genetic
diversity observed within prairies may provide sufficient
genetic material on which selection can act and may play
a role in partially buffering these populations in a changing environment (Shaw & Etterson 2012).
High within-prairie genetic diversity can be expected
for several reasons. Big bluestem is highly self-incompatible, with low to inviable seed production following
selfing (Norrmann et al. 1997). This is consistent with
previous studies showing increased genetic variation as
a result of obligate outcrossing (Gustafson et al. 1999;
Bomblies et al. 2010; Price et al. 2012; Mutegi et al. 2014).
Furthermore, the complex polyploid genome of big
bluestem (Norrmann et al. 1997; Keeler 2004) may have
consequences for allelic variation and genetic diversity.
Rouse et al. (2011) refute this hypothesis as AFLP profile
dissimilarity is not related to ploidy when genotyping
plants of different ploidy levels. Thus, it would seem
that high genetic diversity may be attributed primarily
to the outcrossing nature of big bluestem rather than
ploidy variation.
Interestingly, population genetic structure exists
across big bluestem regional ecotypes (Figs 2 and 3).
Illinois populations remain mostly distinct from Kansas
populations based on STRUCTURE analysis (with the
exception of Fult’s Prairie). Furthermore, results agreed
with genetic distance-based methods such as neighbour-joining and PCoA, which showed major clusters
representing Illinois and Kansas ecotypes. While ploidy
differences, as observed in big bluestem (Keeler 2004),
can complicate analysis of population structure, this is
now accommodated in recent software (Falush et al.
2007), making it unlikely that ploidy differences across
plants used in this study are solely driving genetic

divergence across neutral and non-neutral outlier loci is
more strongly related to factors of regional climate (IBE)
than geographical isolation. We show genomewide
markers under divergent selection among ecotypes are
associated with several temperature and precipitationrelated environmental predictors, especially seasonal
rainfall and especially precipitation that has ’large effect’
on outlier presence. The high genetic diversity within
and among populations may enable this foundation
grass to withstand environmental change and should
guide restoration efforts.

High genetic diversity maintained despite population
structure across U.S. Midwest grasslands
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Partitioning genetic variation found within prairie vs.
across prairies is informative to population processes,
spatial genetic differentiation and restoration genetics
(Jones 2003). When genetic variation of big bluestem was
partitioned within prairies, across prairies and across
regions, the highest genetic variation (80%, P < 0.001)
was observed within prairies (Table S2, Supporting
information) across the expanse of the Midwest. We
detected high levels of diversity even in the small, fragmented Illinois prairies when we had originally expected
reduced genetic diversity in these remnant prairies as
they are possibly more prone to genetic drift (Wright
1938). It is unclear whether the observed high diversity
in Illinois remnant prairies is a legacy of the once expansive eastern tall grass prairie prior to conversion to agriculture and landscape fragmentation. Nevertheless,
results of high within-prairie diversity in Illinois agree
with other big bluestem studies 86% in Wisconsin and
Northeast U.S. prairies (Price et al. 2012) and 89%
within-prairie diversity in Illinois and Arkansas prairies
(Gustafson et al. 1999). Similar patterns of high within-
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structure among ecotypes. Moreover, ecotypes grown
from seed for this study are mostly 69 based on flow
cytometry (L. C. Johnson & J. Gaffney unpublished
data). Therefore, we do not expect ploidy bias towards
observed population structure across the environmental
gradient. Genetic structure is also unlikely to be an artefact of the seed collection method as we collected seed
within prairie at multiple locations and times, making it
unlikely we sampled genetic clones.

IBE prominent over IBD
The prominence of IBE suggests factors related to the
environment play a greater role in divergence of bluestem populations than geographical isolation. Possible
mechanisms responsible for IBE are selection pressures
from historical climate that have been in place for
c. 10 000 years (Axelrod 1985), namely the more than
twofold difference in precipitation from central KS to
Illinois, as well as the corresponding range of temperatures, both average and extreme. However, environmental factors can shape gene flow (i.e. environment
affecting phenological differences among populations)
and ultimately, constrain gene flow. Thus, IBE may not
be due solely to selection but could be confounded or
even explained by the impact of environmental factors
on gene flow. While less strong than IBE, IBD could be
explained by geographical distance, increasing fragmentation from other land uses (such as agriculture, forest
and residential, GLCCD 1998) and small prairie size
(Table 1) moving eastward. All of these could effectively disrupt gene flow in the Midwest.

Outlier loci linked to climate variables
In identifying outlier loci, we sought to determine how
selection may play a role in shaping genetic ecotypic
differentiation along sharp environmental clines. All
seven loci identified in BAYESCAN as undergoing putative diversifying selection (Fig. 4) were associated with
environmental predictors across the U.S. Midwest environmental gradient (Table 3), suggesting these regions
of the genome seem to be diverging and that climate
may play a role.
Most outliers (13 of 14 BAYENV2) were associated
with precipitation related predictors, probably due to
the steep gradient in precipitation along our sampled
region. In addition, all outliers were associated with
temperature-related environmental predictors, suggesting that temperature may also be exerting spatially
divergent pressure on ecotypes. Although seasonal
mean precipitation is associated with few outliers (6
of 14), it has a ’large effect’ on whether each of these
is observed. This result suggests that perhaps eco© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

types may be more challenged by seasonal rainfall
amounts or drought events during the growing season than by annual precipitation, which includes periods of plant dormancy. Looking ahead, this presents
a problematic scenario given that climate change predictions (IPCC 2013) for the U.S. Midwest forecast
extreme events of drought during the summer growing season of C4 grasses. In summary, results reveal
a more integrated and complex relationship of outlier
marker presence with multiple environmental predictors, rather than the presence of a single, major driving factor as was originally hypothesized of mean
annual precipitation.

Genetic divergence and ecotype local adaptation
Genetic divergence studies have also been related to
parallel phenotypic divergence among ecotypes. Grass
ecotypic differentiation was first reported in the seminal
studies of McMillan (1956) and more recently, in
switchgrass (Aspinwall et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2014). In
our case, we identified and associated diversifying
selection that may be informative to the phenomenon of
local adaptation observed in big bluestem ecotypes in
an on-going reciprocal garden study (L. C. Johnson, S.
G. Baer & B. R. Maricle, unpublished data). In this complementary study, gardens were seeded at four sites
(including central Kansas, eastern Kansas and Illinois)
that span 1150 km of the U.S. Midwest prairie. We
seeded the same ecotypes studied here (CKS, EKS and
SIL) and identified that climatic differences across this
environmental gradient appear to have exerted strong
selection, resulting in phenotypically based local adaptation to ‘home’ environments. Specifically, we found
local adaptation of the CKS and SIL ecotypes to their
home environments, including differences in reproductive timing. While our interpretation is limited due to
the fact that these are not the same exact seed genotyped here, the phenomenon of local adaptation in the
these ecotypes suggest that in spite of gene flow, large
population sizes and an outbreeding mating system, climatic selection pressures are potentially strong enough
to result in local adaptation. Additionally, local adaptation, in spite of gene flow, has indeed been observed in
other systems (Sambatti & Rice 2006; Gonzalo-Turpin &
Hazard 2009). Finally, on the basis of these strong phenotypic (M. B. Galliart, J. T. Olsen, H. M. Tetreault, S.
Sabates, J. Bryant, A. De La Cruz, L. Wilson, D. Gibson,
N. M. Bello, T. J. Morgan, S. G. Baer, B. R. Maricle & L.
C. Johnson, unpublished data), ecological (L. C. Johnson, S. G. Baer & B. R. Maricle, unpublished data) and
genetic differences (this study) among bluestem ecotypes, we recognize each of the ecotypes as being distinct from one another.
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Comparison of AFLP genome scan with nextgeneration sequencing methods
Technical capabilities to acquire more comprehensive
sequencing data have dramatically increased in recent
years, particularly with the advent of next-generation
massive parallel sequencing technologies. Here, we
employed an AFLP genome scan; however, we acknowledge that questions of both adaptative and neutral adaptive divergence can be probed more comprehensively
using DNA sequencing methods such as genotyping by
sequencing (GBS, Elshire et al. 2011) and double-digestion RAD-seq (Peterson et al. 2012), in which thousands
of informative loci are generated, rather than hundreds.
In our AFLP genome scan, we identified 3.6% of total
polymorphic AFLP loci to be outliers. The percentage of
outliers detected in our study is in line with current nextgeneration sequencing models. For instance, Larson et al.
(2014) in a GBS study in Chinook salmon identified 6.7%
of total 10 K SNPs as outliers while Hess et al. (2012)
identified 3.6% of loci as outliers in Pacific lamprey using
restriction site-associated DNA sequencing. Reassuringly, in a preliminary GBS study in big bluestem generating 4 K SNPs (M. B. Galliart & L. C. Johnson,
unpublished data), we found similar frequency of outliers, genetic structure and differentiation as in this study
using only 384 AFLP loci. The percentage of outlier loci
detected in our study was also in agreement with those
uncovered in recent AFLP genome scans in alpine plants
(9%), bitter vine (2.9%), periwinkles (5%) and mussel species (2%) (Poncet et al. 2010; Tice & Carlon 2011; Wang
et al. 2012; Gosset & Bierne 2013, respectively).

Implications for restoring threatened tallgrass prairie
in changing climates
Tallgrass prairie restoration efforts will benefit from
understanding how much underlying genetic diversity
exists in ecotypes of this foundation grass species.
Widely used to improve environmental quality or recreate historical plant assemblages, this study demonstrates that big bluestem populations possess high
genetic diversity within regions and within populations,
including small, isolated populations (e.g. in Illinois).
These results support recommendations to use local ecotypes in restoration (Gustafson et al. 2001; McKay et al.
2005), particularly if retaining historical genetic structure is the goal of restoration. Introducing genetic mixtures and correspondingly high genetic diversity has
been proposed as a restoration strategy to mitigate the
effects of climate change (Jump & Penuelas 2005; Broadhurst et al. 2008; Nicotra et al. 2010). High within-prairie
genetic variation and local selection (Avolio et al. 2011)
may enable the persistence of big bluestem populations

under predicted greater climatic variability (IPCC 2013).
Mixing populations would increase genetic variation of
propagules, potentially buffering the effect of climate
change in mesic regions if dry-adapted ecotypes are
included. However, the relative success of different
populations in these mixtures is unknown, and ecological context is an important consideration, as nonlocal
seed in restoration can pose genetic risks to extant populations (Hufford & Mazer 2003; McKay et al. 2005;
Cremieux et al. 2009; Schiffers et al. 2013).
Our study has relevance for other grasslands
worldwide, as these regions are among the most
threatened of biomes in need of protection and restoration (Hoekstra et al. 2005). Investigations of genetic
variation in ecologically dominant foundation species
within the current and changing climate of the U.S.
Midwest may help make meaningful predictions
regarding grassland response and restoration in the
face of climate change.
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Table S1 Private bands.
SELECTIVE PRIMER SET
FAM-E-AAA+M-CGC
FAM-E-AAA+M-CGC
FAM-E-AAA+M-CGC
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG
HEX-E-ACC+M-CTG

Ban BAND LENGTH
365
419
443
323
366
394
298
349
400
453

MARKER
ID*
M187
M210
M217
M349
M366
M374
M339
M361
M376
M385

ECOTYPE
Eastern Kansas
Eastern Kansas
Eastern Kansas
Eastern Kansas
Eastern Kansas
Eastern Kansas
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

*All markers were present at >2.5% frequency. All 387 marker loci were used in this analysis.

Table S2 Analysis of molecular variance statistical summary. A total of 378 genotyped individuals were included in the AMOVA
analysis. p<0.001. DF= degrees of freedom, SS= sum of squares, MS= mean squares.
SOURCE OF VARIATION
Among Regions

DF

SS

MS

ESTIMATED
VARIANCE

PERECENT TOTAL
VARIANCE

2

1574.0

787.0

4.0

8

Among Prairies

8

2112.5

264.0

6.7

12

Within Prairies

367

15660.2

42.7

42.7

80

TOTAL

377

19346.7

53.3
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